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Abstract
Organized like an intricate spider's web, the World Wide Web connects many thousands of
pages of information through hypertext links of URLs. A problem with these pages is that
users can not easily find specific information. To help users solve this problem, this thesis
manages Web pages by implementing the collaborative filtering technique into the Lotus
InterNotes Web Navigator. Collaborative filtering uses recommendations from others to
help direct people to information that will be relevant and interesting to them. To
determine whether the technique is successful in a workgroup setting and to direct the
design of the collaborative filter, two tests were run on this collaborative filter system
during the project. The results show that people do share recommendations about Web
pages and that people find collaborative filtering helpful in finding and managing
information on the Web.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
"Surfing the Net" has become a household phrase in today's society. Its existence is the
result of the increasing number of people accessing the Internet. The increasing growth
and popularity of the Internet is overwhelming (Figures 1.1, 1.2). Especially with the
quickly advancing World Wide Web technology, the Internet has suddenly become a rich
source of information available to millions of people.
Figure 1.1 A graph from Internet World magazine showing the rapid increase in the number of Internet
host worldwide [181.
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Figure 1.2 A graph from Internet World magazine showing the rapid increase in the number of Web sites
for the past few years [181.
Although the rapid growth and popularity of the Internet suggests that more people are
benefiting from the Internet, the Internet is still not very useful to people. The problem
with the Internet is that users can not easily find specific information on it. Due to its
recent enormous growth, the information on the Internet has become unmanageable. The
development of tools to manage data has not kept up with the Internet's growth and
popularity. The tools used now to access information do not help users to efficiently find
information that they want. What users need is a tool that will immediately bring to them
the best information from the Internet that they are looking for. In this thesis project, the
concept of collaborative filtering is used to help manage the large amounts of information
on the Web. Specifically in the system, users collaborate with each other to find relevant
information on the Web.
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The following sections of this chapter describe the current research work that focused on
developing tools to make the Internet more useful and thesis work that also had the same
goal. Chapter 2 describes what was the exact problem that this thesis project addressed.
Chapter 3 gives an overview and analysis of the techniques, including collaborative
filtering, that current information systems besides the Web use to deliver customized
information; and also explains why collaborative filtering was chosen for this thesis work.
Chapter 4 describes the design issues and constraints of the system. Chapter 5 describes
in detail the final system design. Chapter 6 presents the usage data obtained from usability
experiments. Chapter 7 concludes the thesis with an analysis of the system and a
discussion of future directions.
1.1 Leveraging Information and Connectivity on the Internet
Current research is helping to make users more productive at everyday task by using the
Internet. Some of the current Internet research is focused on leveraging the information
stored on the Internet.
Recently, researchers have created information filtering systems to customize information
for users. With user's interests represented in profiles, some filtering systems periodically
retrieve information from the Internet that suits those interest profiles [9, 12]. Other
systems filter information by grouping users with similar interest profiles. They customize
information by announcing to everyone in the group newly discovered information that
one member of the group found interesting [5, 7, 8, 9]. Other filtering systems provide an
end-user language through which users place conditions and rules on what information
should be brought to their computers [3, 4, 10].
Other researchers have been trying to leverage the connectivity of the Internet by
enhancing collaboration on the Web. At the Sept. '95 workshop on Web collaboration
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sponsored by the World Wide Web consortium, members brainstormed ideas for desired
collaborative capabilities for the Web and determined the standards and technologies
needed to create the capabilities. Among those discussed were the following;
Group annotation: the ability to allow several users to view comments and annotations
directly on a Web page.
Group editing: the ability to allow users to edit Web pages together.
Web tour: the ability to allow users to jump to specific sites on the Web together and to
talk with the others about Web pages
1.2 Use of Collaboration With Information Filtering
Collaborative filtering is an increasing popular information filtering technique.
Collaborative filtering systems use recommendations from many sources to filter
information. People often listen to the recommendations-of others when choosing the next
movie to see, book to read, or place to visit. When people finish watching a movie, they
will generally give their recommendations to friends in a conversation. Similarly, people
can share recommendations about Web pages that are worth looking at or about those to
avoid. In giving these recommendations, people become information filters for their
friends.
Sharing the results of information searches is a common practice. It is one of the natural
ways people find information that is relevant to them. O'Day's and Jeffries' study on
library information searches is a concrete example of collaboration used in everyday
information searches. ODay and Jeffries performed a study on searches conducted by
library clients and noted there were four basic ways in which the clients shared their results
(The study noted that these models could be applied to other information systems.) [16]:
1. Results were shared with other team members.
2. Interesting information encountered during a search was publicly broadcast.
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3. A member of the team, acting as a consultant, shared his expertise by dealing with
search requests made by others.
4. Potentially useful information was archived into a group repository.
Each of these approaches is a part of the concept of collaborative filtering. However, as
will be discussed in the following chapters, the collaborative filtering technique organizes
the types of collaboration that are used to find information. This organization makes
collaboration more powerful and useful for filtering information.
In addition, the Internet provides new ways of collaboration. For example, people do not
have to wait to see a person to get recommendations but can access recommendations
from a group repository on the Internet where they are stored. With the Internet,
recommendations can be easily shared among many co-workers who could be miles apart.
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Chapter 2
Problem Statement
2.1 Problems with Information on the Internet
A problem with the Internet today is that finding good interesting information is a difficult
and time consuming process. Especially with the information super highway becoming a
reality, more people have access to huge amounts of raw information. Having access to
so much information appears to be beneficial, but is not because people cannot easily find
what they want. Information is not structured hierarchically and the tools used to access
information are primitive. Without the ability to quickly access the information when
needed, it is as if the information does not exist.
2.2 Problems with Information on the Web
The Web has this same problem. The amount ofinformation being placed and accessed
on the Web has been increasing since the day it started. The Web, which started in 1990,
grew from more than 4,600 servers in October 1994 to over 10,000 servers by December
1994. These servers provide retrieval access to over 1.05 million documents [1]. The
Lycos usage statistics collected by Carnegie Mellon University indicate that during the
week of May 28, 1995, 2,161,152 pages were viewed through CMUs homepage. At
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peak times, 21,000 Web pages are accessed per hour through Lycos' Web page [2]. With
the Web growing daily in size and in usage, there has been an increasing need for new
techniques to aid users in finding the Web information they want with minimal effort.
The usability tests for this thesis showed that new Web users especially struggle with
finding information. In these usability tests, a group of new Web users were asked to find
a specific magazine. Users made comments such as these:
"There was a lot of information thrown at me..."
'...So much information not broken down..."
...need something to cut out what you don't want and get you straight to that point...."
This problem is a result of the structure of the Web and the way it is currently used.
2.2.1 Structure of Information on the Web
The structure of the Web is very similar to the structure of a spider's web. The Web is
composed of individual accessible pages which are linked. Information on the Web is
stored by URLs (Uniform Resource Locators) which point to Web pages. There is no
standard for composing URLs but like file names, the words used in the URL describe the
content of the Web page. Each Web page contains text, graphics, and hypertext links
which point to other Web pages. A user moves from one page to another using hypertext
links. The words on the Web page associated with a hypertext link describe in a general
way what the content of the linked page is about. Web pages can also be accessed directly
by the URLs. The way information is added to the Web is easy but random. A page is
added to the Web when it is placed onto one of the many Web servers on the Internet.
Once added, the page can be linked to any other page.
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2.2.2 How Information on the Web is Used
Information on the Web is accessed and used through Web browsers in several ways.
With a URL, Web browsers can jump directly to a page. However, users usually do not
search the information on the Web in this way because they do not know the URL until
either they actually read the page or another user informs them of the location of the page.
Often, users randomly browse the Web by starting on one page and jumping to others by
hypertext links.
To help users find information, search engines have been placed at various Web sites.
These search engines help users find information in two ways. In the first way, either a
user managing the site or the engine opens Web pages and categorizes them by content.
A user scans through the categories to find needed information. In the second way, the
engines search the Web for pages contains keywords selected by the user.
These engines are useful but imperfect. In order to use them, users have to first locate
them on the Web. Also, their catalogs do not provide users with a complete view of what
information is available on the Web. Everyday, an enormous amount of information is
placed on the Web undetected making it impossible to keep catalogs perfectly updated.
Another problem with the catalogs is that the quality of all the Web pages under a
category is not necessarily good; therefore, a user is forced to read many pages to find the
good quality information.
The engine search programs are also imperfect. They search for Web pages in several
ways. Some look for keywords in the hypertext links or the URLs of the Web pages
stored in their own catalogs. Other engines search the whole Web by opening pages
depending on whether the hypertext link or the URL contains the keyword. In this
method, the pages are not opened exhaustively but the search engine finds a certain
number of pages with the keyword and stops the search to return what was found. In
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both methods, the search engine returns a limited listing. Also, pages could be missed
because the words contained in the hypertext link and the URL do not have the keyword
even though a page itself does. Even when a large number of pages have been found,
there is no quality control of the pages returned.
Since finding a good page is rare, there are two methods in which Web browsers manage
information found. The first method uses histories of URLs. While users are browsing
the Web, Web browsers keep a history of Web pages that they have accessed. If users
desire to go back to a page already seen, they can use "back" and "forward" commands to
scan the pages in the history. This method has some drawbacks. The backtracking
process is time consuming because the scanning is performed page by page. Also, the
history is created temporarily. When users quit their Web browser application, they lose
the current history of pages. Also, the histories are not complete. When backtracking to a
Web page, some Web page references in the history are lost if another series of Web pages
are traversed from a backtracked Web page (see Figure 2.1).
b.) c.)
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Figure 2.1 Shows how page references in a Web history can be lost.
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In the second method, users save URL references using a functionality called bookmarks.
Similar to the way regular bookmarks are used with books, users add pages to a
bookmark list which are used to directly jump to a specific page on the Web. For a small
number of bookmarks, this capability is useful. Users do not need to remember the series
of Web pages and links used to reach a desired page. As long the page is in the bookmark
list, users can directly jump to the page at any time. However, bookmarks themselves add
to the original search problem. If the user saves many bookmarks, searching for specific
bookmarks is time consuming because the bookmarks are stored in a list. Without
additional organization of the bookmarks, users with many bookmarks need to read
through a long list to find a specific page.
2.2.3 Summary of Information Access Problems
Even with Web search engines and all the features that Web browsers provide to access
information, there are still major problems with finding information. There is no defined
way for a user to find all information on the Web related to a specific subject. When users
can not find something specific when browsing the Web, they can not be sure whether the
information is not there or they have not found it yet. Although they may find some
information for a certain topic, users do not know if there is another Web page which has
better information. Without an effective way to find information, users find information
only by exhaustively searching the Web page by page.
2.3 Thesis Solution
2.3.1. Collaborative filtering
In this thesis, a collaborative filtering method is used in the InterNotes Web Navigator to
manage the information on the Web. Collaborative filtering simply means that people
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collaborate to help one another perform information filtering by recording their reactions
to information they read [4]. These reactions, generally called annotations [4], can be
used to direct other users' choices in selecting what information to read and collect. For
the Web, these reactions are valuable because there are only two ways in which users can
determine the content and location of a Web page. When users encounter a page on their
own, they determine the content of the page by reading it. Users can also find out the
content and location of the Web page from other users who have already seen the Web
page.
2.3.2 General description of Solution
In this thesis, a collaborative filter is built into the Lotus InterNotes Web Navigator. Since
the Lotus InterNotes Web Navigator is a Notes database application, the collaborative
filter is built using Notes database capabilities. As users access Web pages, their reactions
to the Web pages and information about the Web page are obtained through a Notes form
(see chapter 3, Previous Work, section 3.3.1, The Development Environment, for a
description of Lotus Notes.). The reaction data is stored in Notes documents within the
InterNotes Web Navigator database. Users, through Notes clients, can view the reaction
data using Notes views in the Web Navigator database. After reading reactions to Web
documents, users can access the described Web page by simply selecting a specific
reaction in the Notes view. Through the Notes views, the reactions are organized by their
attributes such as the reviewer or content of the Web page. These views organize the
reaction data which also help users find specific pages of interest.
2.3.4 System Constraints
There are two design constraints for this system. One key constraint is the Notes
application programming environment which is limited by the Notes user interface.
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Since user's reactions and recommendations are the foundation of this system's filtering
capabilities, the second constraint is that the system is to encourage users to recommend
Web pages. Several design criteria have been devised from this constraint as summarized
below. They are described in detail in the chapter 4 Issues in Design.
* Ease of Use: To encourage the use of the filter, users should be able to know how
to input their reactions to a Web page quickly. Therefore, Web and Notes user
conventions will play an important part in directing the design of the collaborative
filter. If these users do not know how to easily input their reactions to pages as they
are browsing the Web through Notes, information filtering will not occur.
* Low Computational Resources Cost: Saving and viewing the reactions should not
require too many computing resources. Since the reactions are actually stored in the
Web Navigator database, too much overhead in saving and storing reactions might
cause other problems such as increasing the time a Web page is found and
processed.
* Streamlined: Already, browsing the Web takes a large amount of time and effort.
Inputting a reaction to a page and finding the stored reaction should take minimal
time so as not to contribute to the time and effort already needed to browse the
Web.
20
Chapter 3
Previous Work
3.1 Common filtering techniques
Many filtering systems have been developed recently for information systems such as email
and Netnews. There are common filtering techniques used by these systems. The choice
of using the collaborative filtering technique to filter information in the InterNotes Web
Navigator comes from the analysis of these filtering techniques. Each of these techniques
and a sample system that implements the technique will be described in the following
sections. The last section will explain the reasons why the collaborative filtering technique
was chosen.
Collaborative filtering [1,3,4,6,7] - The collaborative filtering technique takes advantage
of what other users have already read. In this technique, the users' personal reactions to
information are saved through the comments and ratings users make about the information
they read. Those reactions are used by other users to direct their choices in the
information they read. In some of the systems, users can access the information directly
from the reaction. There are several different forms of collaborative filtering. They are
passive, active, and automatic collaborative filtering. Automatic filtering uses a different
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principle than the one described here under collaborative filtering. A separate section will
be used to describe automatic collaborative filtering in more detail (see Profiles section in
this chapter).
The first form of the collaborative filter is named passive because the filtering capabilities
are passive until a user accesses the collaborative filter system. Users rate and record their
reactions to the information and the data is stored in a repository. Users go to the
repository and read the ratings to help them decide what information to read. The system
is not "actively" filtering and bringing information to the user. Filtering occurs when users
view the stored reactions and decide what information to read from those reactions. An
example of a system that implemented this technique is Maltz's collaborative filter for
Usenet Netnews [6]. As Usenet users read Netnews documents, they vote on the content
of the Netnews with a rating scheme of great, good, or bad. Through a vote distribution
system Maltz implemented, users on Usenet canrt easily access the votes for specific Usenet
Netnews documents. From reading the votes, users decide whether to read the document.
The next form of collaborative filtering is named active because filtered information is
actively being brought to the attention of a user. As users read information, they can send
an annotation and an information reference to other users they think would be interested in
the information they read. In this way, users become active information filters for others
with similar interests. An example of this filtering technique is Ehrlich's active
collaborative filter for Lotus Notes databases [1]. In her system, users can email to other
users annotations and a Lotus Notes document link (an icon which opens the Notes
document when doubled clicked with a mouse).
Agents [9, 12] - Another common technique uses agents to filter information for users.
Agents are programs that automate computer tasks such as deleting files and moving files.
In these systems, agents are personalized to users information needs to help them with
daily tasks. Through data obtained from the observation of user behaviors, agents learn
what conditions should be met before performing any task. In information filtering
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systems, agents are personalized to the information interests of users. Information not
useful to a user is automatically deleted and information interesting to a user is
automatically retrieved. Also, agents in some systems are customized to move
information to directories creating an organized way for users to read the information
retrieved.
MIT Media Lab's evolving agents is an example of this technique. The system uses the
concept of evolution to create personalized agents [12]. As the user retrieves information,
the system categorizes the retrieved information to create broad and general agents where
each agent retrieves one category of information. From this group of general agents, the
user selects the agents that retrieve interesting and relevant information. New agents are
created through the combination of the selected agents. The agent combination
procedures imitate genetic processes such as mutating and crossing of genes. As new
agents are created, they go through the selection process again where the users decide
whether the information they retrieve is interesting or relevant. The user selection process
and "mating" of agents continues to produce new and more personalized agents. In
theory, more specific, customized agents are created through crossing and mutating the
agents that users selected.
Rules [3, 4, 10]- In several filtering systems, users create their own information filters
through a set of rules. The filtering system is composed of a rules language which a user
can use to set a number of conditions on what information to retrieve. Usually the goal of
these systems is to represent the information and rules in a way that makes creating the
information filters easy.
A good example of a rule based filtering system is Malone's intelligent information sharing
system [10]. The system is based on semi-structured message templates. Semi-structured
message templates contain fields. Users input different values into the message fields.
Depending on the purpose of the message, the semi-structured message templates will
have different fields for input. With a filtering rules language, users can place conditions
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based on the type of semi-structured messages and on the values found in the fields within
the semi-structured messages. Users create the rules through the semi-structured message
templates Making the rules is easy because users know what fields are available in each
semi-structured the message type. Also, they place conditions on the values of the fields
directly in the message template which users are familiar with.
Profiles (Automatic collaborative filtering) [5, 7, 8, 9]- In several collaborative filtering
systems, the technique is performed without the user knowing collaboration with other
users is taking place. The theory behind these systems is that two people who have the
same interests will find information that is interesting to the other. In order for these
systems to know whether two users have similar interests, user profiles are used. Users'
interests are represented in profiles and users with similar profiles are grouped together.
When one of the group members finds interesting information, the system informs other
people in the same profile group about the discovery. All of the systems studied use users'
ratings on information as a representation for user interest profiles.
A good example of the profiles technique is GroupLens which filtered Netnews [7]. In
GroupLens, users rate Netnews articles. Servers called Better Bit Bureaus gather the
ratings and create the user profiles. These servers find users with similar profiles through
collecting the ratings for each user and grouping users who rated the largest number of
articles similarly. When encountering a news article that a user has not read yet, the server
piedicts the level of interest for the user by looking at how other users with similar
interests rated the article. The predictions were calculated through numerical equations.
Virtual interest groups [2, 13]- In this filtering technique, users are allowed to make
temporary virtual newsgroups, email lists, and other types of information interest groups
out of the ones already available. The virtual information interest groups are more specific
than information interest groups available. They are created based on the individual needs
of users. Information filtering occurs since users are able to create specific information
groups to suit their needs and interests. Also, this filtering system is flexible to the
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changing needs and interests of the user as new groups are created and others deleted
when users' interests change
One system, for example, creates ephemeral interest groups [12]. In this system, specific
interest groups are created from a general message system which is viewed and accessed
by all the users on the network. The general message system is used to share general
announcements and ideas. Users create an ephemeral interest group from a message in the
general message system. The new ephemeral interest group is a temporary discussion
group in which users can discuss, in more detail, the topics found in the original selected
message. Only users who joined the discussion can read the messages sent to the
ephemeral interest group. Once a discussion group is created, any user can join it.
3.2 Reasons for choosing collaborative filtering
Each of the above techniques does a reasonable job at customizing information for a user.
Therefore, how well a technique filtered information was not a criteria used to choose
which filtering technique to place into the InterNotes Web Navigator. What was
considered an important criteria in this thesis was how well the filtering technique
complimented the Lotus Notes environment in which the filter is being built in.
Deciding whether a technique integrates well in Notes involves several conditions. The
filter can not be a separate application from Notes. Creating a filtering system that
requires a separate application to be built outside of Notes creates more difficulties than
benefits. For example, it can be easily ignored. Rather, the technique should be
implemented using the Notes application environment. Being built into the Lotus Notes
environment will reduce the overload and time that have been needed for Notes to call the
separate application. Also, the user adjustment and initial learning time will be minimized.
The goals set for this information filter are the following:
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1. To make a navigation or filtering application for the Web as uncomplicated for a
user as possible.
2. To help users find information on the Web that interests them as quickly as
possible.
3. To allow users to view the Web a little at a time - to view only the information that
is pertinent to their needs.
The collaborative filtering technique best flfilled these goals and integrated well into the
Notes environment. Therefore, it was the chosen filtering technique for the InterNotes
Web Navigator filter. In order to understand how collaborative filtering integrates well
into the development environment, the environment will be briefly described here.
3.2.1 The Development Environment
The collaborative filter is being built into two environments, the Web and Lotus Notes.
The InterNotes Web Navigator is a Notes database application. It allows users to view
Web pages through a Lotus Notes database (Figure 3.1). Therefore, both Web and Notes
featires are usable in this Navigator. Web pages become Notes documents in the Notes
Web Navigator database. These Notes Web documents still behave the same as Web
pages from other Navigators with hypertext links that allow users to jump from one Web
page to another. The key environment is the Notes environment which will be described
in the following section.
3.2.1.1 Description of Lotus Notes
Notes is a client-server networked application in which data are stored on databases
located on servers. Notes clients who have access to servers can retrieve the database
information. The databases are hierarchically organized which allows databases to be
customized for specific purposes. These customized databases are called Notes database
applications.
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3.2.1.1.1 The Organization of Notes Databases [15]
A Notes database is a collection of documents stored in one file. In Notes, a database is
represented by an icon (Figure 3.2). The information stored within each database is
organized and maintained with five basic building blocks: documents, forms, fields,
sections, and views.
A documents is the "record" or data in the database (Figure 3.3a and 3.3b). The
information in a document may be entered by a user, a Notes formula, other applications,
or another Notes database. A document may contain alphanumeric characters, several
pages of text, or graphics.
Figure 3.1 Screen Capture of the Web database icon on a Notes Workspace.
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Figure 3.3a Screen capture of a Notes document in editing mode.
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Figure 3.3b Screen capture of the same Notes document in Figure 3.2a except in viecxing mode.
A form is what defines the format and layout of the document (Figure 3.4). Each form
can contain fields, text, graphics, and buttons that help determine how users enter the
information and how the information will be displayed. A database may contain several
different forms depending on its purpose.
A field within a form is an defined area in the form that contains a single type of
information. Forms can have an unlimited number of fields. Each field must have a name
and a data type. The data type determines what kind of data is placed in a field. The data
types that are allowed are text, rich text (includes graphics), numbers, keywords, and time
date values.
A section is a special kind of field that defines an area of a form or document. Within a
section, fields and text are placed and access may be controlled. A section is marked with
a solid line and can be accessed by clicking on an arrow (Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.4 A screen capture of a Notes form.
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Figure 3.5 A screen capture of a Notes section within a Notes document.
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A view is a tabular summary of the documents in a database. Databases can have several
views, each sorting, selecting, and categorizing the documents in different ways, by the
field values in the documents. Each row in a view represents one document (Figure 3.6a).
A column in a view may be a field from a document, a result from a Notes formula, or a
combination of the two.
There are many additional features in Notes that help manage database applications.
Notes contains security mechanisms that regulate access to a database and its contents.
Notes has a fonimu!a writing language and built in functions that help to calculate and
control the display of fields, views, and forms. Macros can be written through formulas to
automate
II N
I
Figure 3.6a A screen capture of a Notes view.
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some activity. Agents (which are small programs) can be run at regular intervals on
specific data from Notes databases. Replication is available in Notes that allows the
capability of synchronizing copies of several databases located on different servers. Full
text search capability makes it easy for users to find a document by allowing them to
search for words or phrases in a database view (Figure 3.6b, 3.6c, and 3.6d). Within the
view, Notes internal full-text search engine can be easily invoked by typing search words
into a search bar (Figure 3.6b) or by bringing up a search word dialog box which appears
when typing within the view (Figure 3.6c). The Notes search engine returns all the
documents in the view which meet the search word criteria with a relevance bar to indicate
the likelihood that the documents are what the user is searching for (Figure 3.6d).
Figure 3.6b A screen capture of a search bar in a Notes view.
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Figure 3.6c A screen capture of a search dialog box in a Notes view.
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3.2.2 The Benefits of Placing collaborative filtering and Notes together
The Notes environment establishes a good foundation for collaborative filtering. In Notes,
sharing recommendations is very easy. The Notes application's purpose is to allow users
to share information easily and effectively. With the replication capabilities, up to date
recommendations can be delivered easily to many users over several servers.
Collaborative filtering, where sharing information is crucial for successful information
filtering, benefits from being built in the Notes environment.
Notes views help to organize the reaction and recommendation data. Having the template
forms with fields makes searching through recommendations for specific values easier
[10]. A Notes view, not only allows selection of specific field values within stored
recommendations, but also, has features such as categorization and sorting which can
further help organize the recommendations. Within the view, Notes internal full-text
search engine can be easily used to find very specific recommendations. The Lotus Script
language and macros give the database applications and Web pages program capabilities
that allow users to create internal Notes programs to manipulate and use Web pages and
the recommendations in new ways.
Other filtering techniques do not work as well in the Notes environment and the Web
environment. The virtual information group filtering technique is not possible. There is
no way of making temporary specialized Web pages. The Web is not a discussion group
therefore the virtual groups technique can not help to filter the web. A rules language is
already available in Notes. Notes has its own macro and script language which can be
used to add specialized information filters if the user is good at programming. Adding a
new rules language specifically to filter Web pages is wasted effort and creates more
overhead to Notes. Using the agent technique is difficult since monitoring user behaviors
is not possible in Notes.
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The addition of the collaborative filtering capability will allow other forms of filtering in
the Notes Web Navigator to be possible. For example, with collaborative filtering, a
representation for user behaviors and interests is created. The user recommendations,
stored in the Notes Web Navigator database, can be sorted and categorized by each user
to create user interest profiles. These profiles can be used to implement other filtering
techniques such as the agent filtering technique where an agent uses the profiles,
represented by stored recommendations, to guide its retrieval of personalized information
for a given user.
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Chapter 4
Issues in Design
4.1 Critical Design Element is Making Recommendations
For this information filtering system, most of the design work focused on strengthening
the weak areas of the system. This thesis work concentrated on determining ways to
improve these weak areas because the Notes application environment made it easy to
implement collaborative filtering into the Web Navigator.
One major weakness of the collaborative filter technique that this thesis addressed is that
the system is completely useless when users do not input their reactions and
recommendations to the information they read. The approach used to correct this problem
was by encouraging users to recommend Web pages through a good user interface design
and the usefulness of information placed in the filter.
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4.1.1 Maintain Low Overhead
The overhead needed to recommend pages will need to be kept low in order to encourage
recommending. If the process of recommending adds more time to browse the Web, users
will not recommend pages. Therefore, the collaborative filter will be designed so that
recommending pages will not hinder users from their normal browsing activities.
4.1.2 Support User Conventions
The design of the collaborative filter system will cultivate recommending Web pages by
making this process intuitive and a normal Web browsing activity. The challenge in
designing the system is determining how to make the particular action, recommending, a
normal Web browsing activity. Since the Web Navigator combined two environments, the
Web and Notes, the designing process started by studying Web and Notes user
conventions in order to know what was normal behavior in these environments.
An initial usability test was run on a prototype of the collaborative filter (see the Testing
chapter for more details) to study user conventions. In order to separately examine Web
and Notes conventions, two types of users were tested; users that were experienced with
both Lotus Notes and the Web and users that were experienced only with Lotus Notes.
The users with Web and Notes experience were able to give more insight on Web
conventions. Users with only Notes experience provided a clear idea about Notes
conventions. From this usability test, several design issues became clear.
In general, Web experts tended to focus on the Web. They did not explore any features of
Notes but merely jumped from one Web page to another. Notes experts explored more.
They tried to determine what Notes features were available in the system. When looking
for information on the Web, Notes experts tried to use Notes views, folders, and other
Notes features.
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When trying to recommend a page, the place where a recommendation is made needs to
be easily seen while a user is on the Web as well as from Notes. In the prototype, the
recommendation was made from selecting a menu item called "Actions-Voice Your
Opinion." In general, Notes users easily found the place to make a recommendation
because they looked for Notes options. Web users used more time to find how to rate and
recommend pages and sometimes did not even find the functionality.
Both types of users desired the process of recommending pages to be light weight. In the
prototype design, a Notes form completely covered the Web page that users were
recommending. Many users noted that this form was too distracting. Also, in the
prototype design, making a recommendation took at least one minute. Other calculations
were performed each time the recommendations were saved. Those additional
calculations helped to organize the recommendations at the moment they were saved.
However, performing these calculations made the process of saving the recommendations
slow. Some users said that they would not recommend pages with the prototype design
because it was too much trouble, clumsy, and time consuming. This testing result
emphasizes more the idea that the recommending overhead needs to be kept as low as
possible.
4.1.3 Prevent the Recreation of the Problem
Accessing the stored recommendations can not be time consuming or difficult. If many
recommendations start to accumulate, users will not be able to linearly search through
each rating because it will take too much time. The collaborative filter will then contribute
to the original search problem rather than solve it. The collaborative filter will be designed
so users will be able to read recommendations selectively.
Finding the recommendations will be organized to mimic the way people search and find
information in every day life. For example, average ratings are used for many different
types of media. For books, people check the bestseller list to find what the general public
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feels are more interesting books to read than others. Newspapers list movie ratings which
help people select the best movie to see. Also, people share ratings by word of mouth.
People tend to trust a friend's opinion rather than a stranger's opinion and will more likely
trust those friend's ratings than any other [ 16]. When deciding on the next movie to
watch, a person might ask a friend who has similar interests what good movies to watch.
Also, people search for information through subject catalogs. When looking for books,
people usually go to a subject catalogs to find a selected number of books under a desired
topic. Having the collaborative filter organize the recommendations that mimics the way
people effectively search and select information will help users easily find and select Web
pages to read.
4.1.4 Obtain Useful Information
Because the success of the collaborative filter relies on people's reactions to information,
the filter needs to collect reaction information that is useful to users as they filter
information. Designing the filter to contain useful information will hopefully attract
people to using the filter. In general, the information that will be obtained from users is
attributes about the Web page that are obtained when a user reads the page. This
information can help users have an idea before even reaching the page what the page is
about and whether they want to read the page themselves.
Finding what reactions are the most useful encompasses many different design choices.
For example, a rating scheme represented by either words or numbers could be used.
When using either numbers or words or both in the rating scheme, there needs to be
mutual understanding by all users of what each word or number represents. When using
words for rating pages, selecting clear words to use is a difficult task. For example, when
Maltz [6] used the rating scheme based on the words "Terrific", "Good", "Ok", and
"Terrible" for rating Usenet news groups, users did not know whether to rate articles that
were funny and interesting, but completely factually incorrect, as "Good" or "Terrible."[6]
When using numbers to rate pages, the issue is how fine grained the numbers should be.
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The numbers can run anywhere from 1 to 5, or to 10, or 1 to 100. A rating scheme
based on a very fine-grained system, such as to 100, could be unclear and meaningless.
Writing word equivalents next to numbers could help to give the numbers more meaning
but the issues about using words to rate arises again. Another closely related issue is how
much rating information needs to be obtained from a user as he or she is rating. A simple
word or number might be enough information to tell a user whether a Web page is worth
viewing. Allowing each user to append personal comments to a multiple-choice rating
would confirm and refine a person's rating. In designing the rating scheme, both the format
of the ratings and the amount of information to obtain will have to be carefiully examined.
What input data to obtain from a user also involves how people find information in every
day life. Since users find information by looking into alphabetized subject catalogs,
obtaining content categories from users as well as the rating is beneficial. One difficulty
with allowing users to input their own category for a Web page is that people categorize
differently [17]. A review for a ballet performance could be under the subject, "Arts" or
"Entertainment." With the categorization subjective to each user, users can have difficulty
finding all the possible pages for a specific topic if relevant pages are under a category that
the user did not think to check. However, the pages can be under multiple categories
which is beneficial because it increases the likelihood that users would be able to find a
desirable page.
A method of invalidating recommendations will be devised since recommendations could
start accumulating requiring unnecessary storage space. The goal of invalidation is to
remove the useless recommendations and keep the useful ones. A difficult decision needs
to be made which is how to determine when a recommendation is useless.
Recommendations could be invalidated by time but it could be valuable even though it is
old.
Also, another invalidation issue is keeping the recommendations up to date with the Web
page. Web page authors are continually updating and modifying their Web pages. Once a
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page is modified, the recommendation associated with the page is possibly not valid and
therefore, not useful. A method of notifying users that a page has changed since the time
of the recommendation is necessary. Also, there is the issue about whether to delete a
recommendation reference when the Web page has been modified since the
recommendation date. The recommendation could still be valid and valuable to users even
after the page has been modified. For example, a Web author could have modified a page
because of spelling errors. With this type of modification, the Web page has not changed
its content and the recommendation is still valid. If a recommendation is deleted for a
slight modification of a Web page, a valuable reference to a page could be lost.
Unfortunately, when obtaining useful but personal information from individuals, the
privacy of the user comes into question. With people's privacy at stake, some people are
not willing to rate pages especially if their recommendations can be read by anybody [6].
To encourage as many people to rate pages as possible, some security mechanism, such as
anonymous recommendations, is an important consideration to the design.
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Chapter 5
Design of the Collaborative Filter System
In this chapter, the final design of the collaborative filter is described in detail. The
chapter explains how the final design dealt with each design issue. It begins with a brief
scenario describing how the collaborative filter is used in a normal setting. The scenario is
used to describe how the collaborative filter works. After the scenario, specific details of
the design are explained to show how the issues of the design were addressed.
5.1 Brief Scenario
One particular case where the collaborative filter could be used is in the following
scenario. A user named Winnie Liang has recently started work in a start-up company
that is planning to design a VRML (Virtual Reality Modeling Language) Web browser.
She does not know that much about VRML. She decides to use the Web to learn all
about VRML and the current development in the area of VRML. Also, she wants to
recommend and share the pages she finds on VRML in order to help other new hires
quickly learn about VRML. She feels recommending the Web pages she finds on VRML
would be beneficial because she knows what a new hire does not know about VRML.
She uses the InterNotes Web Navigator and its collaborative filter feature to accomplish
this task.
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She begins by opening the Notes Web database and browsing the Web, jumping from one
page to another. When she finally finds a Web page that has good information about
VRMI41L, she decides to recommend the Web page. She goes to the action bar and clicks
on the button named, Recommend (Figure 5.1). A small dialog box appears on top of the
Web page as a result (Figure 5.2a). She inputs her recommendation by clicking on one of
the numbered buttons, selects "Internet" as a category for her Web page, and places her
comments into the list box. After placing her inputs into the dialog box, she clicks "OK"
and the system stores her inputs, the page title and URL, time and date of the
recommendation, her name, and a Notes doclink to the Web page in the database (Figure
5.2b).
. This is the VRML part of our gallery. You can click on the pictures below to view them
in 3D. Here you can see examples of our work some for our clients, other just for fun.
These images were done in Softimage 3D and converted to VRML using the OZ
soft2vrml converter.
You can also go back to our main gallery or look at how we see the future with VRML
at OZ-Records.
Figure 5.1 A Web page from the InterNotes Web Navigator. The Recommend button is located directly
on the button bar above the Web page.
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. This is the VRML part of our gallery. You can click on the pictures below to view them
in 3D. Here you can see examples of our work, some for our clients, other just for fun.
These images were done in Sofimage 3D and converted to VRML using the OZ
soft2vrmnl converter.
You can also go back to our main gallery or look at how we see the future with VRML
at OZ-Records.
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- This is the VRML part of our gallery. You can click on the pictures below to view them
in 3D. Here you can see examples of our work, some for our clients, other just for fun.
These images were done in Softimage 3D and converted to VRML using the OZ
softvrml converter.
You can also go back to our main gallery or look at how we see the future with VRML
at OZ-Records.
Figure 5.2b In this screen capture, the Recommend dialog box is filled in.
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Because she took a long time to find a good page about VRML, she wants to see if other
people had found pages on VRML. Also, the user wants to see her recommendations and
how they compare with others. After closing the window containing the Web page, the
user chooses Recommended Views from the InterNotes Navigator (Figure 5.3). When the
list of views appear, she selects the Recommended By Reviewer view (Figure 5.4a). In
that view, she clicks with her mouse her own name, Winnie Liang, and finds the Web
pages that she has recommended (Figure 5.4b). While in the view, she sees the name of
her boss, the founder of the company, Barbara Mathers. Mouse clicking on the founder's
name, she finds several recommendations about VRML. Several of the recommendations
are listed with a 5, the highest recommendation. The user selects one of those
recommendations from the view and the recommended Web page opens.
Figure 5.3 Screen capture of the Web Navigator starting Home page.
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Figure 5.4a A screen capture of the Recommended By Reviewer view. Here all the name categories are
collapsed.
5.4b The Recommended By Reviewer view collapsible categories can be expanded. Through expanding
one of the names in the view, you can see the categories that one user has recommendations for and
expand further to read the recommendations of the user.
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Since she does not know many people in the company, the user decides to check
Recommended By Category view to see if any other good pages on VRML have been
found. Closing the Web page, the user is brought back to the database Recommended
views. She selects Recommended By Category view (Figure 5.5a). Viewing the listed
categories, the user finds the "Internet" category. After clicking on the category in the
view, she finds list of Web page titles (Figure 5.5b). She finds her own new
recommendations that she recently created, her boss's recommendations, and several
recommendations from other co-workers within the company.
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Figure 5.5a A screen capture of the Recommended By Category view of the Web Navigator.
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Figure 5.5b The Recommended By Category View expanded by one of the categories.
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The user decides to check the Top Ratings view to look at what her co-workers found the
most interesting. Clicking on the Top Ratings view in the list of views brings her to the
Top Ratings view (Figure 5.6).
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Figure 5.6 A screen capture of the Recommended Top Ratings view.
5.2 Reducing Overhead
In several ways, the design of the collaborative filter system makes recommending
efficient. The use of the button named Recommend is one of those ways (Figure 5.1).
Having a recommendation performed through a simple mouse click on a button suits the
Web environment well because most of the user interface of the Web is simply a point and
click with the mouse. Also, the word, Recommend, clearly explains the purpose of the
button. Having the button clearly shown with each Web page is important. It is clearly in
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the sight of the user as he or she is browsing. Therefore, users directly associate the
button with the Web page.
Having recommendations performed through a button accommodates the user conventions
of both the Web and Notes expert and the pure Notes expert. Having the button visible
while browsing helps the Web experts see that the recommending function exists and they
can easily try out the functionality by clicking on the button. Since Notes expert users
tend to use Notes features, they will likely use the Recommend button.
The lightweight dialog box where users input their ratings and recommendations was used
because it least disturbed the users' browsing. The dialog box is small enough so the user
can still see the Web page when the dialog box appears (Figure 5.2). The dialog box is
compact and only requires users to input three valuable pieces of subjective data which are
their ratings, the content of the page, and their comments. Being able to see the Web page
after the dialog appears is helpful. In this design, recommending becomes more a part of
browsing where recommending is similar to taking notes about interesting pages of a
book.
To make recommending fast, the overhead for making recommendations was minimized.
For the final design, additional calculations other than saving the user input values were
executed through Notes agents. At scheduled times, these Notes agents would run
independently on Notes servers. For example, the averaging agent which averages the
ratings for each Web page is run once a day. The calculated averages are used for the Top
Ratings view.
5.3 Organizing the Recommendations
The system has been designed to make the recommendation retrieval process easier.
Notes views have features which organize the recommendations, making retrieval easier.
Each Notes view, which is used to view the recommendations and their associated Web
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page, was created to mimic the way people successfully find interesting or relevant
information. Also, the information that is presented in each of the views has been selected
because it is needed by users to make a reasonable judgment whether to read the Web
page. There were three ways of finding information that were determined and
implemented into the collaborative filter system.
One search method which was implemented into the system using Notes views is finding
information through a trusted expert. This search method was implemented into the
system for several reasons. In O'Day's and Jeffries' study on patterns of search result
sharing [16], one of the patterns observed was that a member of a team would act as a
consultant sharing his search expertise with other members of the team who requested
certain information [16]. This behavior is often seen in a library where people go to a
librarian for help to find information under a certain topic. Also, during the first usability
test run on a prototype of the system, a user noted that she would only view her friends
recommendations to see what interesting URLs they had come across.
This search method was implemented through the Recommended By Reviewer view
(Figure 5.4a). The view categorizes the recommendations by the name of the user who
made the recommendation. Under each name, the recommendations are categorized by
content. Expanding the subcategory further shows the title of the Web page, the rating
given to the page, and any comments that the reviewer made about the Web page (Figure
5.4b). Upon selection of a particular rating from the view, the associated Web page is
retrieved for a user to look at.
The organization of this view and the Notes view features help users to find the
information they are interested in. A user does not need to search all the
recommendations made on Web pages. Depending on who the user knows and his or her
interests, the user can expand categories and view accordingly. Also, since there generally
will be more pages than the number of people recommending, users will be able to easily
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scan through the names and select those names that would be the most useful to them to
find the pages that they need.
Another way of searching for information that was implemented in the collaborative filter
was finding information through subject catalogs. This search method was implemented
for several reasons. When people look for information, especially in libraries, they go to
alphabetized subject catalogs. Knowing what subject they are looking for or are interested
in, people can go to the subject listed in the catalog and find a subset of information in the
library that has the desired content. Also, in the usability test run on a prototype of this
collaborative filter, when searching the Web pages for information under a specific topic,
users were looking for a Notes view where they could see a list of Web pages organized
by content.
This search method was implemented in the Recommended\By Category view. The view
first categorizes by the category that reviewers select when recommending Web pages
(Figure 5.5a). In the view, these categories are alphabetized. Selecting one of these
categories expands to a list of Web page titles which are each listed with a rating and
comments (Figure 5.5b) and sorted in descending order of the ratings. This organization
helps a user check out the best pages under a specific category. A user opens the Web
page by selecting a recommendation in the view. Because there are a smaller number of
categories than there are Web pages, this view helps to organize the Web pages into
smaller parts that a user can view. Users generally know the subjects they are interested in
or need so they can use this view to find Web pages that are relevant to them easily.
The last method of searching that was implemented in the collaborative filter was finding
information by looking at top rated information. This method was implemented for
several reasons. There are many types of media that is organized by top ratings. In
newspapers, they list the general ratings for recent movies so that people know what
movies are worth watching and what movies are not successful. Books have bestseller
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lists which tell people which books have been bought the most. Usually, those books that
are selling the most are interesting to read.
In the collaborative filter, this search method was implemented through the Top Ratings
view. This view is not categorized but sorted in descending order of the average rating
for each Web page. Only the first ten highest average ratings are selected into this Top
Ratings view. Also listed in the view is the number of people who have rated the page and
the title of the Web page. The averaging and summations are calculated regularly once a
day through a Notes agent called the Averaging Agent.
5.4 Obtaining Useful Information
Each field value used in the recommendation dialog box was selected carefully for
usefulness. The values that are obtained from users through this collaborative filter are a
personal rating for the Web page, personal comments about the page, and a category
keyword that the user thinks describes the content of the Web page. The additional values
that are obtained by default are the Web page title, the Web page URL, the name of the
person rating the Web page, and the date the rating was made. These values help users
make the decision whether to read a Web page. Also, they are characteristics of the Web
page that can only be obtained when a user reads the Web page. By viewing them, users
can have some information in advance about the Web page.
The rating scheme runs from one to five. The scheme only runs from one to five for
several reasons. One reason is that a simpler, smaller scheme seemed to be more usefiul.
When running initial usability tests on a prototype of the collaborative filter which used a
rating scheme running from 1 to 10, some users commented that the scheme, although
good, could be shorter. Some even said a simple good and bad could be sufficient. A one
to five rating seemed sufficient for this design. With this 1 to 5 scheme, users could rate a
page neutral (a 3 rating), rate a page as somewhat good (a 4 rating) or somewhat bad (a 2
rating) or rate a page as a very good page (A 5 rating) or a very bad page (a 1 rating).
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Removing the rating scheme from recommendations has been considered since many of
the users in the first usability test noted that they would not rate pages xcept the very
good ones (4s or 5s). However, because it was determined that average ratings help users
find information, ratings were kept in the final design of the filter.
Personal comments were taken as input because personal comments help to clarify the
ratings, one to five. With personal comments, users can specifically indicate what was
good or not so good about a Web page. Having comments help others understand what
the reviewer's opinion is about the Web page. For example, one user in the first usability
test noted that he did not know whether the rating was for a page's content or layout
design. Through personal comments, this users can specify what his rating was describing.
A finite list of categories is not enough to categorize all Web pages, especially with
subjective categorization. Therefore, the user can chose a category from the list given in
the combo box or the user can create his or her own list. Allowing users to input their
own categories will help meet the specific needs of each user and therefore, make
categorization more useful for users. For example, a group could chose a specific
category name to place all the recommendations about Web pages useful for a group
project. The group then has a mutual category in the view to look for specific information
for the group's project.
A method to invalidate the recommendations has been implemented into the system.
Through an administration form created in the Web Notes database, users chose whether
to invalidate recommendations or not and the time in which recommendations are
invalidated (Figure 5.7a, 5.7b). This administration form is seen by the database
administrator who manages the Web database for a particular group. The actual
invalidation and deletion is done through an agent which runs on a selected time schedule
such as daily or monthly. Based on these options placed on the administration form, the
agent will delete those recommendations that have been in the database longer than the
selected date.
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Figure 5.7a The Administrator Notes Form that allows users to delete documents from the Web Navigator
database periodically.
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Figure 5.7b Screen capture shows the time period options that users have to delete ratings.
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While this method of invalidation and deleting recommendations is out of the control of
users other than the database administrator, other mechanisms within the database indicate
to all users whether a particular recommendation is valid. Because a recommendation
could be invalid after the Web page has been modified, all the recommended views have
been designed to indicate when the recommended Web pages have been modified. A
Notes agent runs daily to check each Web page that has been recommended. If the page
was modified after the date the recommendation was made, an icon appears in all the
recommended views beside the recommendation (Figure 5.8). With this indicator, users
can decide whether or not to delete the recommendation.
Figure 5.8 Recommended By Reviewer view showing the invalidation icon, which indicates that the
recommendation beside it could be inaccurate.
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Having the automatic invalidation optional and the expiration time chosen depending on
the needs of the users is beneficial. Users know when a recommendation is not useful to
them and by trying out different time settings, users find the best time that works with
their view of when a recommendation is invalid. Making automatic invalidation optional
helps prevent useful recommendations from being deleted. Since recommendations are an
important part of collaborative filtering, deciding when to delete recommendations is
chosen carefully. Users may find that automation invalidation deletes useful, valuable
ratings regardless of the expiration time chosen. Removing automatic invalidation gives
users the option to delete ratings selectively. Users can specifically find those
recommendations which are not useful and delete them. This process takes more time but
users will be more sure that useful recommendations were not deleted.
In this system, maintaining the users' privacy in recommendations is not an issue for three
reasons. First, knowing the author of the recommendation is important to a user. By
knowing the author of the recommendation, users can assess the value of the
recommendation. For example, users value and will therefore use a recommendation from
a friend with similar interests more than a recommendation from an unknown person.
Second, since making recommendations is not a requirement, users who desire to maintain
their privacy can choose not to recommend pages. Finally, while running usability tests on
an early prototype which maintained privacy by giving users the option to recommend
anonymously, not one of the fourteen testers chose to be anonymous. Because of these
three reasons, no mechanisms were implemented to maintain the privacy of
recommendations.
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Chapter 6
Testing
As the collaborative filter was being designed, two tests were run on the system. Details
about the two tests are described in this section. The results of these tests, especially the
first test, helped guide the design of the collaborative filtering system.
6.1 Purpose of Testing
The usage of the InterNotes Web Navigator collaborative filter was monitored throughout
the project. The results from this monitoring helped to determine the strengths and
weaknesses of this collaborative filtering system in several areas. They are the following.
1. Ease of use
2. Accuracy of the information in suiting a user's interest
3. Efficiency in delivering personalized information
4. Integration of collaborative filtering and Web browsing
The usage of the collaborative filter was observed in two different tests. In the first test,
users were given no prior knowledge about the collaborative filtering system. The users
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were simply given the system and a set of tasks to do on the system. Depending on
whether the system was easy to use, the users would successfully or unsuccessfully
determine how to perform their tasks with the system.
In the second test, users were given an explanation about how collaborative filtering
works and how to use it in the InterNotes Web Navigator system. After they read the
explanations, the users were free to use the system for their daily Web browsing activities.
The results of this test helped to determine the accuracy of the system in retrieving
personalized information, the efficiency of the system in retrieving personalized
information, and the quality of the integration of collaborative filtering with the InterNotes
Web Navigator.
In the following sections, each test is described in detail along with a summary of the
results collected.
6.2 First Test
6.2.1 Description of the First Test
The first test is called a usability test. This test is used to help programmers design
applications that are easy for end users to use. For this thesis project, this test was
performed on prototype designs of the system to help create a system that was easy to
use. The general issues that were addressed through this test were the following.
1. Is the user interface intuitive?
2. How well does the collaborative filter technique work into the normal way people
look for information?
-How do people view Notes and the Web?
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-Does the collaborative filtering work into that
view?
3. Is the rating scheme clear?
4. Do the users want anonymous/secure/private ratings?
5. What is the best information that is useful to the users as they filter?
(see Appendix 1.1 for the detailed questions that were asked.)
The test was run on users who had not seen the collaborative filtering system before the
testing session. Each testing session was one hour. In a testing session, the user was
given the prototype system and a set of scenarios and tasks to do with the system (see
Appendix 1.2 for the exact tasks used in the test). In our tests, two users worked together
in the one hour session to perform the tasks. In a couple of sessions, only one person
worked on the given tasks. The users were asked to think out loud as they were
performing the tasks. Users' comments, their screen behaviors, and their facial expressions
were recorded on videotape. These videotapes were the data for this test. After the pair
of users were finished with their hour session, fifteen minutes were spent asking questions
and talking with the users to get their first hand reactions to the collaborative filtering
system (see Appendix 1.3 for the post test questions used). This post test information was
used to further clarify users reactions and to organize the testing data.
Fourteen users were given this test. Two types of users were found for this usability test.
All the users who will be using the Web Navigator fall under one of these two types.
There was an equal number of both types of users. One day was spent on testing the first
type of user and the another day was used to test the second type. Dividing the days of
testing helped us to focus on observing one type of user at a time. The first type of user is
experienced with Notes but unfamiliar with the Web. Such users clearly identify the social
conventions of Notes users; they help to indicate whether the filtering system is intuitive to
Notes users. The second type of user was experienced with Notes and the Web. These
users provided valuable information on the social conventions of Web users and helped to
indicate whether the filter was intuitive to experienced Web users or not.
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6.2.2. Results From the First Test
Each of the users' comments and behaviors observed during the testing sessions was
recorded on paper and organized into three categories: frequent serious problems,
moderate problems, and suggested enhancements. The results were divided between the
two types of users. These results can be found in the appendix 1.4 and 1.5. The following
general observations directly address the issues in the design.
Is the user interface intuitive? - The user interface was very visual and therefore, users
were comfortable browsing in the InterNotes Web Navigator. Users were able to move
around by simply mouse clicking on icons.
The words used in the system were crucial to understanding the functionality of the
system. In the prototype system, users recommended Web pages through clicking on a
button named "Voice Your Opinion!" This phrase was chosen to catch the user's attention
and to encourage ratings. However, this phrase was confusing to all the users who
mistook the meaning of the button. Users did press the "Voice Your Opinion!" button but
mainly out of curiosity rather than to perform the task given to them. Many of the users
thought they were "voicing their opinion" to the author of the Web page. This confusion
was the result of this ambiguous phrase and the confusion the users had on the integration
of Lotus Notes and the Web (this confusion will be discussed in the following section).
The button text that was chosen for the final design was "Recommend" which seemed to
best explain the function of the button.
How well does the collaborative filter fit into the normal way people look for information?
-How do people view Notes and the Web? - Users had trouble with understanding
the integration of Notes and the Web in the Internotes Web Navigator. Users thought that
there was no integration between the Notes and Web environments. They thought that
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once they were using the Web, Notes features were not usable. Several factors
contributed to this confusion. Users were not told about the integration and how the two
environments were combined and used together. Also, there were additional feature
changes to Notes in this latest version of Notes, other than the Web capability. Therefore,
users would try to go to the Notes menu to find a feature they previously used in Notes.
When they could not find it while using the Web capability, the users thought that all
Notes features were not usable with the Web. Actually, the feature was there but
performed in another location in Notes.
- Does the collaborative filter fit into that view? - Because of this confusion
between the Web and the Notes environment, users could not to find certain views and
forms from the collaborative filter system needed to do the tasks given them. The problem
was clearly that users did not know that Notes features were available from the Web
Navigator. Because users did not know Notes features were usable, obviously, they did
not find the views where the ratings, recommendations, and links to the associated Web
document were accessed. The confusion of the Web and Notes integration also caused
the uncertainty where recommendations were being sent. Once the users saw the Web,
they focused only on the Web and what was seen on the Web page These problems show
that the action bar feature of Notes is useful in this design (Figure 6.1). Instead of going
to the menu to recommend a page, users can press a button located directly on the Web
page. This Notes feature becomes an easy mouse click which makes the recommend
functionality similar to the Web interface which is a mouse click interface.
Although users did not find the collaborative filter system, it was encouraging to find that
they wished the Web was more organized, whether categorized by content or some other
attribute of Web documents. It was encouraging because what they desired could be
found in the collaborative filtering capabilities of the system. Some comments that were
heard throughout the testing sessions that shows what the users desired were the
following.
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This is the VRML part of our gallery. You can click on the pictures below to view them
in 3D. Here you can see examples of our work some for our clients, other just for fun.
These images were done in Softimage 3D and converted to VRML using the OZ
soft2vrnl converter.
You can also go back to our main gallery or look at how we see the future with VRML
at OZ-Records.
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Figure 6.1 This screen capture of an actual Web page in the Notes database. Directly on this page is the
Recommend button which a user can mouse click on to make a rating.
"This is a pretty lengthy process to get to magazines..."
"Just so many layers..."
"There was a lot of information thrown at me..."
"..it's kind of like a big open field...I didn't know where to step next..."
"...need something to cut out what you don't want and get you straight to that point."
"...I guess that is why you would take it [a Web page] out and put it into your views,...so
that your would not have to do this [browsing] each time..."
- Is the rating scheme clear? - In general, users wanted the rating scheme to be
more like the Web with graphical pictures and easy to use mouse click user interface.
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Initially, the prototype for recommending was too straightforward. There were no
graphical images and the form was text based. In the final version, the system design was
changed so that ratings and recommendations wer.e given through pressing buttons in a
more graphical form dialog box. Inputs were left as text inputs only when necessary such
as personal comments (see the Design chapter for more details).
Some users questioned whether ten numbers were needed to rate pages. Many
users commented that they would only rate pages which were a ten, the best rating, or a
one, the worst rating. A simple good and bad rating could only be needed. Other users
said three numbers would be sufficient. Other users suggest allowing people to chose
their own rating scheme. They also noted that the rating one to ten was clear but that
users need to customize the scheme to their needs.
One user thought it was unclear what aspect of the Web page a rating was
associated to. The user said the rating could be referring to the content or the overall
setup of the page, or a specific sentence used in the Web page.
Overall, users understood the rating scheme and many of the issues were offered as
suggestions for enhancements.
- Do users want anonymous/secure/private recommendations? - In the prototype
design of the filter, users saved recommendations through two buttons. One button saved
the recommendation with the reviewer's name. The other button saved the
recommendation anonymously. Throughout all the sessions, users did not press the button
to anonymously recommend pages. A couple of users commented that anonymous
recommendations were not useful. They said they felt the goal of the recommendations
was to let others know what a person thought about the Web page. Therefore, a user who
recommends pages probably does not mind giving his or her name with the
recommendations. If the user did not want to let others know he or she recommended a
Web page, the user would choose not to recommend pages.
- What is the best information that is useful to users as they filter? - Users felt that
the information that was used in the collaborative filter was sufficient to help users make a
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judgment whether to read Web page or not. Users especially thought the category field
was useful because it helped to organize the recommendations by content.
The answers to the post test questions were organized in order to make it easier to study
them. Similar answers to three of the questions were counted and placed in tables (see
Tables 6.1, 6.2, 6.3). The totals showed some interesting results, Table 6.1 shows that
many users thought the collaborative filter system would be very useful to them as they
browsed Table 6.2 shows that many found it was easy to recommend pages. Table 6.3
shows that there were different opinions whether users would recommend pages. Some
users commented that recommending Web pages was not something that they would do.
Others firmnnly said they would. Several users said they would only recommend the best
pages. These questions show that whether a person recommends pages or not depends on
his or her personality.
yes 12
no 0
uncertain 2
Table 6.1 Do you find recommended pages helpful? Would you use the recommended pages?
easy 8
difficult 0
uncertain 6
Table 6.2 Was it easy or difficult to rate pages?
yes 7
no 3
yes (only best) 2
yes (if easy) 2
Table 6.3 Would you rate pages as you browse the Web?
The results of the test show that the users should be told clearly how Notes and the Web
Navigator was integrated. This knowledge seemed important to the success of this
collaborative filter system which was built through Notes features. Also, an explanation
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about collaborative filtering, how it works and its purpose, is needed to let people know of
its existence. After I told the users about the functionality, many of them said it would be
useful and that they would have used it if they knew it was there. Finding out whether the
collaborative filter system truly does customize Web information was the goal of the
second test which was given to users over an extended period of time.
6.3 Second Test
6.3.1 Description of the Second Test
After the first usability test, there were several questions and issues still unresolved. They
are the following:
-Will people find collaborative filtering useful?
- Does the collaborative filter bring interesting and relevant pages to the user
easily?
- Will people use the collaborative filter?
- Will people rate pages?
These unanswered questions could only be answered by observing the collaborative filter
system used in a normal setting. Therefore, a second test was developed for the final
design of the collaborative filter system (see the Design chapter for a detailed description
of the final design). This second test was given to users for a longer period of time. The
goal of this second test was to study users' behaviors as they used the collaborative filter
system for every day Web browsing. Therefore, for this test, groups of users were given
the system and a brief description the collaborative filter technique and instructions on
how to use the collaborative filter system in Notes (see appendix 1.6). After using the
system for about a month, the testers were contacted and asked a few questions to obtain
their reactions to the system (see questions in appendix 1.7). The number of
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recommendations that were in each of the testers' Web databases were counted (results
are organized in Tables 6.4 and 6.5). In addition to this data, answers to questions about
using the collaborative filter were also collected from the testers.
The data for this test was collected from two groups of people. One group of users was
called design partners. Design partners are people from companies outside of Lotus who
use Notes version 4 test design software for daily activities in exchange for their opinions
and suggestions for the new Notes system. Six companies were contacted and each
company had at least one person using the system. The second group of users was a small
group of five Lotus employees. Data from this group was collected with caution because
these users were not from the same work group within Lotus and, therefore, the benefits
of the collaborative filter system could not be fully attained.
6.3.2 Results From the Second Test
There were not many testers for this second usability test. Because there were so few
testers in this second test, the questions that were to be answered through this test were
not answered confidently and completely. However, the data from this test helped to
answer with some degree of certainty several of the unresolved questions from the first
usability test.
6.3.2.1 Will People Recommend Pages?
Because the usefulness of the collaborative filter relies on a large number of
recommendations saved in the database, it was necessary to determine whether people
would or would not recommend pages as they were browsing the Web.
In general, the results showed that more ratings were made when more users were using
the Web Navigator (Table 6.5). The companies with only one user testing the Web
Navigator did not have any ratings in their Web database. In general, the companies with
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more users had more recommendations. This result is understandable because, in these
companies, users had others to recommend pages to and had recommendations in which
to find better Web pages. Without other people to communicate with, making
recommendations is useless.
Some interesting results were found when counting the number of recommendations by
the type of rating score it had. The majority of the recommendations had rating scores 3,
4, and 5 (Table 6.4). Only nine out of eighty recommendations that were made by both
the design partner testers and the Lotus testers had rating scores 2 and I1. Only one rating
had a rating score. This data shows that in general, people do not rate dull Web pages.
Given this result, the rating scheme needs to be redesigned. The rating scheme could be
removed completely since users share only the best pages. With the rating scheme
removed, users can naturally assume that all recommendations are for good Web pages.
Also, another consideration is changing the meaning of the ratings scores. Currently, a 1
rating score represents a "poor" rating and a 5 rating score represents a "great" rating. In
order to support the behaviors observed in the tests, a 1 rating score can be changed to
represent a "good" rating with a 5 rating score kept the same representation, "great."
40
30 
20
10
Table 6.4 This table and graph show how m~i~ratings were made under each type of rating.
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Type of Rating Total number of ratings
1 1
2 8
3 34
4 17
5 20
Table 6.5 The total number of ratings for each testing group
6.3.2.2 Does the Collaborative Filter Deliver Interesting Web Pages?
In general, the users found collaborative filtering useful for retrieving interesting Web
pages. Out of all the recommended views, the view that users found the most useful was
the Recommended By Category view (Table 6.6 and 6.7).
yes 6
no 5
Table 6.6 Did you use the Recommended/By Reviewer view?
yes 8
no 3
Table 6.7 Did you use the Recommended/By Category view?
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Group # # of users # of ratings
1 5 27
2 6 2
3 4 0
4 1 0
(Two ode groups
not listed have the
sWe resuls thi
one.)
5 5 11
6 8 40
7 5 3
About half the users did not find the Recommended By Reviewer view useful (Table 6.6).
However, one users said that this view would be more useful in a workgroup setting. He
made this comment because while using the filter one day, he found a name he knew. He
did not find the By Reviewer view useful until he saw this name of his colleague. Because
he knew her and her interests, he viewed her recommended pages. His comments show
that the By Reviewer view would be more useful in a work group environment.
A common opinion among the testers was that the collaborative filter system did not have
enough recommendations to make it useful!. With only a few recommendations, users
sometimes did not find recommendations under categories that interest them. Therefore,
several users suggested ways to encourage ratings. Many users felt that if users initially
found the Recommended views helpful in finding information, they would start
recommending pages. One user suggested having a large number recommendations stored
at various Web sites which could be downloaded into their collaborative filter system.
With a large number of recommendations initially in the collaborative filter, users would
be use the collaborative filter system and see the benefits of recommendations even before
they start recommending.
Although some design partner companies did not use the collaborative filter system, they
desired the functionality that the collaborative filter provided. For example, one company
had a group of users who stored URL references in a separate Notes database. People
working in the group would go to the database to find URLs which were stored for their
relevance to a particular project. Also, when users were asked what they found useful in
the InterNotes Web Navigator that helped them find information, users said they liked the
ability to email Web pages and URLs to others. Many also said they found good Web
pages by talking with others. These observations show that sharing good Web pages is a
normal behavior for Web users. What is still left to resolve is to how to effectively use
recommendations to filter Web information. Collaborative filtering was designed for this
purpose. However, the difficulty is knowing whether people are willing to recommend
pages in the way imposed by the current collaborative filter system.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
7.1 Analysis of Current Work
Unfortunately the two usability tests that were conducted in this thesis were unable to
show whether the collaborative filter system would successfully filter Web information in a
workgroup setting. The small number of testers and the lack of good workgroup testing
environments prevented the filtering capability of the collaborative filter from being fully
effective in the testing sessions. In several cases, there were very few users using the same
Web Navigator so they did not recommend pages. Also, many times, the testers did not
have the same work interests. Since the collaborative filtering technique uses
collaboration to filter information, those group of testers who did not need to collaborate
with each other did not filter information with the collaborative filtering system.
However, the testing results show that users will find the collaborative filtering feature in
the InterNotes Web Navigator useful. The testing results show that already users find
sharing recommendations help to find information. In our second test, users shared
recommendations in several different ways. Users shared recommendations through
emailing URL references to others and through storing relevant URL references in a
separate Notes database. On a more informal level, many people share URLs in everyday
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conversation. From these observations, it can be concluded that people will take the time
to recommend pages and listen to other people's recommendations to find the information
they want.
A weakness of the collaborative filtering technique not completely resolved in this thesis is
that the collaborative filtering system is useless as long as there are very few stored
recommendations. Because of this weakness, the system needs an initial period of usage
to successfiully filter and customize information. The approach used to solve this problem
was through devising ways to fill the system with recommendations quickly. The amount
of time needed to accumulate a large number of recommendations depends on how often
people recommend pages especially when a database is empty. Therefore, the system
attempted to reduce the time by encouraging users to recommend. However, before the
Web Navigator was filled with recommendations, many users did not want to continue to
recommend because they would recommend pages but their actions were not necessarily
returned.
7.2 Future Work
Because there was evidence from the results of the tests that people do share
recommendations to find good Web pages, the next step is to design the collaborative
filter system to make sharing recommendations more a normal part of Web browsing. For
this thesis, several design choices were made to help encourage the use of the
collaborative filter such as designing the filter to make recommending pages easy. Future
design work and enhancements can go in several directions. For example, the
collaborative filter could be extended to incorporate what users do currently to
recommend Web pages. While running the tests on the collaborative filter system, Web
behaviors were observed that showed different ways that users shared good Web pages.
Because sharing URLs through a Notes database is new to many users,, one pair of testers
suggested that the system allow users to email their recommendations in addition to saving
them in the Web database. They suggested that the system add the capability to email
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recommendations because users often email to others URL references to good Web pages.
Because users already email URLs, having the email capability will hopefiully cause people
to make more recommendations. From this increased usage, users will be able to quickly
see the benefits of saving recommendations in the Web database. Also, depending on
preference, some groups within a company rely on databases to share information and
other groups rely on email to communicate. Therefore, having both methods of sharing
makes the system beneficial for more users.
Different approaches in making a recommendation could streamline the whole process of
recommending Web pages. There are other possible enhancements that can speed up the
process of recommending Web pages. Several buttons named "great," "good," and "bad"
could be placed on the Web page's actions bar. Once activated, these buttons would
create a "great," "good," or "bad" recommendation immediately without additional user
input. Another design consideration is a rating bar that appears every time a user jumps a
hypertext link. With this bar, users have the option to immediately choose a 1 to 5
recommendation on the Web page by simply clicking along the bar (Figure 7.1).
Figure 7.1 A picture of a rating bar.
There is also future work that is needed to explore ways to automate information searches
to the Web. With the collaborative filter system, Notes agents, Notes search features
such as full text search, and the search engine resources on the Web, the Web Navigator is
capable to automate many tasks involving information searches. For example, a Notes
agent can be programmed to use a search engine on the Web to obtain URLs about
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"ballet" and place those URL references into a Notes document that can be later read by a
user looking for Web information about "ballet."
Ways to use the stored recommendations needs to be explored. Having stored
recommendations create new possibilities for different forms of navigation and obtaining
information from the Web. Several possibilities include third-party rating services,
controlled access to Web pages, and automatic collaborative filtering. For a third-party
rating service, a person would act as an information consultant by finding and
recommending the best information on the Web for a certain topic. With the
recommendations stored in one Notes server, users could obtain those recommendations
by using Notes replication capabilities to replicate the recommendation to their Web
Navigators. With these stored recommendations, users would not need to take the time to
find good Web information on their own. To control access to Web pages, selected
individuals, such as an employer, recommend Web pages appropriate for certain
environments such as an office working environment. Through the Notes application
environment, a capability could be implemented where the users in the office would only
be allowed access to those Web pages recommended by the selected individuals. With this
capability, companies can limit employees to only work related Web pages during work
hours. This capability is also be helpful in creating customized workgroup desktop
environments where users selectively copy one of several sets of recommendations related
to different projects. Then, users could view Web pages for different projects, one
project at a time. Also, the recommendations that users accumulate as they browse the
Web represent users interests. With this representation, an automatic retrieval service can
be implemented to deliver information from the Web customized to users' interests as
defined by these recommnendations.
There are many possible uses of stored recommendations. One caution when using stored
recommendations is that they can be out dated quickly since Web pages are continuously
changing. As stored recommendations are used, ways to assure that the recommendations
are accurate will need to be designed.
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Lastly, collaborative filtering could take new directions as Web technology continues to
quickly advance. Where the Web was once used only to retrieve information, changes are
being made to create an interactive Web where users can gather at various Web sites to
interact with other users through mechanisms such as chat forums [19]. Especially with
the development VRML (Virtual Reality Markup Language) which will allow Web
developers to create 3D Web spaces, Web sites will not only be a place to obtain great
information. They will become like actual places users can go on the Web to interact with
other users. In the next generation of Web, users will meet other users at a Web site and
literally be able to ask "What are cool places to visit on the Web?" Users may someday
be able to see on their own screen the actual places on the Web and, like choosing a good
restaurant, choose the next place to visit by the number of people waiting to enter the Web
site. As Web technology continues to advance, collaboration on the Internet may become
too much like reality.
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Appendix 1.1
1st Usability test - Goals and Objectives
Main Goals- [some might not be completely answered by first usability test]
- Is the UI intuitive?
- How well does the collaborative filter fit into the normal way people look for
information?
-how do people view Notes and the Web?
-does the collaborative filter fit into that view?
-Is the rating scheme clear?
-Do the users want anonymous/secure/private ratings?
-What is the best information that is useful to the users as they filter?
Specific Goals for:
-Form
-Is the form complete?
-Is the form easy to understand? (simple and compact)
-Is the form's rating scheme clear?
-are the word explanations clear or too specific or not helpful?
-are the numbers 1 to 5 sufficient or too much? 1 to 10? or 1 to 3?
-Do they understand what the anonymous field implies in the form?
-what behavior do they expect?
-Do the users find it surprising the form is forwarded automatically when a name
is placed into the "Forward To:" field?
-Do people actually want to use the "Comment" field or do they find the rating
scheme of 1 to 5 sufficient?
-Do they find the preview window on the bottom (which shows the actual WWW
page they are rating on) helpful or distracting?
-View
-What views do the users focus on / find helpful / want?
-views available - Recommended
-by Person
-by URL
-Subject/Category
-What information are they expecting / wanting to see in views?
-just the URL name and rating?
-all the fields from the form?
-all the comments?
-Is the averaging information useful or
do the users want to see individual ratings?
-When they click in the view, what are the users expecting?
-the original rating form?
-the actual URL page?
-a rating digest?
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Appendix 1.2
1st usability test - Testing Scenario
Background on the Intemotes Web Navigator:
The InterNotes Web Navigator is a Notes database application that provides Notes users with
easy access to the World Wide Web. The Web Navigator database resides on a Notes server
that is connected to the Intemrnet. Notes clients can access the Web through this database
without having to install anything extra (such as TCP/IP) on their computers.
Task 1: General browsing and checking out views (Total time: 10 minutes)
You have heard a ton about the Web in the past few months and you decide to check it out for
the first time. You and your partner decide to use the InterNotes Web Navigator database to see
what it's all about.
1. Take turns with your partner to browse through the database to see what's out there on the
Web.
2. Experiment with the graphical navigator and the different views and see which ones you like
best.
3. See if you can find a view that has pages that your coworkers have rated. Check out the
pages your coworkers have rated.
Task 2: Doing some research on the Web (Total time: 50 minutes)
You know there is quite a bit of information on the Web. You and your partner decide you want
to do a little bit of research on online magazines that are available on the Web. You want to
check to see if magazines like Time and PC Week and other ones are on the Web yet. You're
also curious to see if you can find any magazines that have to do with your favorite hobbies.
1. Start browsing the Web for online magazines. When you find some, share your results with
all your coworkers, especially these three:
Barb Mathers
Christine Osik
Teresa Deane
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Appendix 1.3
1st usability test - Post-test questions
1. Ask about the general usefulness of the rating pages paradigm:
What was the most confusing thing in this exercise?
Which views helped you the most as you wcre browsing?
Can you think of what kind of views would you have liked or would have been more
helpful? Could you describe them?
In general, what helped you the most as you were browsing the Web?
Do you find the "Recommended pages" helpful? Would you ever visit or use the
"recommended pages" view? Why or why not?
Was it easy or difficult to rate pages? Why?
Would you rate pages as you browse the Web? Why or why not?
2. Show them the input rating form. Explain what the purpose of the form is. Ask these questions
about it?
Was the rating scheme clear? If not, how would you change it?
What did you expect to see when you "Voice Your Opinion? Was this input form as
expected?
are there other pieces of information that you'd want to put into this form? explain
are there pieces of information that you think are not important to obtain? explain
3. Show them the output person form. Explain what the purpose of the form is. Ask these
questions about it:
is it easy-to-read and what you expected to see when you opened it up in the
Recommended By Person view?
does this form contain enough or too much information with regard to rating?
What information would you like to see in these forms that would help you browse the
Web?
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4. Show them the output rating digest form. Explain what the purpose of the form is. Ask these
questions about it:
is it easy-to-read?
does it contain the information that helps you see how a page was rated?
are there other pieces of information that you'd like to see?
Which output form do you find more valuable, the digest or the person form and why?
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Appendix 1.4
1st Usability test results - session 1
Usability Test Description
This report summarizes the problems encountered during the first of the InterNotes Web
Navigator Usability studies.
User type: Experienced Version 3 Notes users (some with Version 4 experience); little or
no Web experience.
Testing goals: This first usability test for the Web Navigator focused on the collaborative
filter (that is, how people in a workgroup rate Web pages and recommend those pages to
coworkers). We wanted to find out these particulars about the filter:
Is the UI intuitive?
How well does the collaborative filter fit into the normal way people look for
information?
- how do people view Notes and the Web?
- does the collaborative filter fit into that view?
Is the rating scheme clear?
Do the users want anonymous/secure/private ratings?
What is the best information that is useful to the users as they filter?
Testing scenario: The testing time lasted approximately 1 hour with a 15-minute post-test
interview (see appendix 1.2). We tested six subjects in pairs and one subject alone. All
testers followed a scenario (see appendix 1.1).
Usability Test Findings
We summarized the problems the testers encountered and categorized them according to
their severity as follows:
Frequent, serious problems
Moderate problems
Suggested enhancements
Serious Problems
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The following list represents areas of the Web Navigator that occurred frequently to most
or all of the test subjects and caused serious confusion.
Rating form:
Where does this rating page get sent? Testers didn't understand where the rating page
goes. "Where does this go?" in the Notes folder or back to the Webmaster? They
thought you would have to move the rating page into a personal folder manually.
When testers wanted to make a Web page available to their coworkers, they thought
they'd have to manually put the Web page into a public Notes folder. Or, they thought
they'd have to Forward the page manually.
Testers were confused between Send field and Post button. Also, they were unclear
about the difference between posting publicly and anonymously. "If it's posted
publicly, why would you want to mail it to someone?"
What's happening when I post a rating page? Testers wanted to see a confirmation
that page is being posted to folder and mailed.
Testers did not find blue hotspot to open Web page. Wanted a "click here" or arrow
pointing to the URL link. Another user suggested putting a rocket ship icon next to
the URL link to indicate that you could launch the page from there. Once they found
it, they were psyched they could go to the Web page directly from the rating page.
Placement of URL link on form - it should below the black line because above the
black line seems to indicate that the URL link is not a link, but part of the title.
Trying to figure out how to rate the page - they first went to Forward, then Create,
then Voice your Opinion.
Rating views:
When user clicked on document in the view, user expected to go directly to the Web
page.
Want a content by category instead of view by average rating. Want content on left
and rating on right. Testers suggested these views:
1. URL title, content, average rating, number of people who rated.
2. Subject, URL title, rating.
Testers could not find the recommended views - they didn't know how to get to the
recommended views from within Web pages.
Search box:
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Have simpler box with default search engine or have options to specify other search
engines.
Had to click in text field to get input focus.
When testers press Return key, it dismissed the Search box instead of doing a search.
Then, when testers clicked a search engine, nothing happened until they pressed
Return.
Testers did not know what Yahoo and other search engines stood for. "I was tempted
to press one of those buttons, but then I was afraid because I did not know what they
were."
All the sub-lists from Yahoo search were confusing; testers wanted to get a quick list
of magazines rather than diving into lists and sub-lists. "This is a pretty lengthy
process to get us to magazines." "Just so many layers." "Just get me some titles."
Confused about the four different searches: navigator search, menu item search, and
action bar search, and Yahoo search.
Testers wanted to be able to do a boolean search. They were unclear if they could
enter several search words or a search phrase.
Navigators:
Unclear that the top icons opened a Web page directly and that the bottom group
opened a view.
Not sure what the top group of icons represented.
When navigator was replaced by a Web page, the testers felt like they had "lost it"
(meaning the navigator) and didn't know how to get back to it. They liked the idea of
having a more oblong navigator that would be displayed all the time on the left with
the Web pages or views to the right. They didn't like having to scroll or use the
vertical bar to be able to see the whole navigator or to be able to see the Web pages or
views to the right.
After going down several paths, testers want to be able to get Home quickly.
General/Miscellaneous:
Testers did not understand that they were looking at a Notes doc that had been pulled
from the Web - they didn't understand the difference between a Web page and a Notes
doc. This led them to think they couldn't perform normal Notes features on the Web
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pages they were looking at because they didn't think they were regular Notes docs.
"It's nice that it looks the same, but if I have trouble, who do I call?" "I'm not sure
when I've actually reached the Web and left the Notes product." "Isn't that wonderful
- it looks like Notes." Testers didn't understand that they could do a full-text search
on the documents in the database.
URL name - they wanted to have the URL name of the page displayed at the top of
the Web page - they didn't want to have to scroll all the way down to the bottom of
the page to see the URL.
Stop action - want a stop button to be able to stop loading URL - this was an
overwhelming request.
Want to get to the views from the View menu as well as from the navigator.
Status bar:
Don't want all the text messages to come flying by; would rather have a blue bar only
that shows exactly how much of the process of loading the page has completed.
Text messages are very confusing; the right number always seems to change so it
seems like you'll never get the page loaded.
URL links:
Want to be able to run the cursor over a link to have the URL appear; then the click
will take you directly to the Web page. Want to be able to click once on URL links to
go to the page; the navigator only requires one click and the URL links require two -
inconsistent.
Moderate Problems
The following list represents areas that occurred to one or more of the test subjects and
caused moderate confusion.
Rating form:
Testers were confused about what "Rate this page" and "Voice your opinion" meant
on both the form and the menu item. They suggested these as alternatives:
"Rate this page to your coworkers"
"Share what you have found"
"Rate for a coworker"
"How do you rate this page for a coworker?"
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Who can they send this rated page to? Does this have the same behavior of Notes
mail? Wanted to be able to display address book from this field.
Testers weren't sure if we were rating the usefulness or content of the page?
Keyword fields not intuitive - testers wanted to be able to add another category in
Content field. Didn't want to see all the rating numbers next to the keyword list.
Rating views:
Some testers did not realize they had to refresh the view in order to see the pages they
just rated.
Testers liked to know who rated what, but didn't want to categorize on that in the
view.
Thought who they specified in the Send to field would be how rated pages would be
categorized in the view, instead of categorizing the pages based on who rated the
page.
Search box:
Testers want a powerful search that behaved like Notes and would do a full-text
search.
Testers ignored the Search button on our Action bar and used the Yahoo search
button instead.
Navigators:
Thought the folders on the bottom of the navigator were folders where testers could
drag and drop docs into.
Suggested Enhancements
The following list represents suggested enhancements that the test subjects offered during
their testing time.
Rating form:
Suggested that the Title in the view for person rating form and the average rating form
should be two different colors to tell them apart quickly.
Rating digest form - want average rating and then the text of the rating, then on the
next line have the number of people who have rated the page.
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Testers followed a link and ended up getting a 404 page (page not found). They did
not understand that it was an error page and not the actual Web page they were trying
to rate. What does happen if a user rates a 404 page? Do we save a link to the 404
page or to the actual Web page?
Testers wanted to see a more graphical and spiffy looking rating page.
Rating scheme - change rating numbers to graphical icons that can be clicked on
instead of having to enter a keyword. Wanted less numbers, like 1 to 4 instead of I to
5.
Mixed reaction on whether testers would rated pages or not. How many exactly?
Mixed reaction on whether testers would rely on what their coworkers rated as good
and bad.
Customizability - At least one user mentioned she wanted to be able to customize the
rating form per site.
Testers did not know which fields were required.
Rating digest - want every comment on a separate line.
One user wanted to have a much smaller rating form that was on top of the window
and available as you browsed rather than going to the rating form every time you
wanted to rate a page.
Want a top-ten button that user could click on to bring up the current list of top-ten
rated pages.
Add field help to the rating page.
Rating views:
User wanted to categorize rated pages under more than one category. Wanted to be
able to allow subsequent testers to add more categories to the rated pages as they
viewed them.
One user commented that she wouldn't use rating pages from people she didn't know.
"If I don't know a person, why would I read their comments?" One user thought the
actual rating was not important, but the category was - another user thought the
person who rated the page was important.
Want to be able to do a keyword search on recommended pages.
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Navigators:
Want to be able to customize the display of the navigator icons to take up less real
estate. View by smaller icon and view by list desired.
They like the Recommended graphical icon that has the thumbs up symbol - they
thought it was very intuitive. But, they wanted the text to say "Recommended by" or
"Recommended pages" or "Must see pages."
General/Miscellaneous:
Open URL box was a dreary looking box compared to the others.
User didn't know what a URL was.
Open URL box - couldn't remember the correct syntax when trying to enter a URL.
URL links:
Want to be able to use the right mouse button to bring up a Web-related menu as in
Netscape.
General comments and feedback or "The good news":
The following comments were collected throughout the testing. We got the
overwhelming feeling during the testing that the testers absolutely loved the product and
couldn't wait to start using it: "I can't wait until they make this available; it looks like I'll
have a lot of fun using it."
Rating view:
"I really didn't care if it had a good rating or not, I just wanted to find information."
"I might go to the content field if I was looking for something specific and glance quickly
to spot if others had found something rather than going through the long process of
browsing."
"I would say content view was hit or miss since it depends whether anyone put anything
there."
User didn't know what the magazine was, but then opened the rating page and saw the
description filled out and then understood what it was. This shows that the user-filled in
content description was useful.
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Search box:
Testers liked the idea of having the search box.
Liked the fact that they can enter their own search text.
Navigators:
Testers liked the graphical look and feel of the navigator. "I see there are a bunch of icons
for exploring!"
General/Miscellaneous:
Most testers understood what the spinning globe was doing; they thought if they clicked
it, it would cancel the document loading. "I like that little ball in the corner over there."
Action bar:
Testers wanted to be able to use it - "I feel inclined to go up to that bar and click on it."
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Appendix 1.5 -
1st Usability test results - session 2
Usability Test Description
This report summarizes the problems encountered during the second of the InterNotes Web
Navigator Usability studies.
User type: Experienced Version 3 Notes users (some with Version 4 experience); experienced
Web users (had used at least one other Web browser extensively).
Testing goals: This second usability test for the Web Navigator focused on the collaborative filter
(that is, how people in a workgroup rate Web pages and recommend those pages to coworkers).
We wanted to find out these particulars about the filter:
Is the UI intuitive?
How well does the collaborative filter fit into the normal way people look for information?
- how do people view Notes and the Web?
- does the collaborative filter fit into that view?
Is the rating scheme clear?
Do the users want anonymous/secure/private ratings?
What is the best information that is useful to the users as they filter?
Testing scenario: The testing time lasted approximately 1 hour with a 15-minute post-test
interview. We tested six subjects in pairs and one subject alone. All testers followed the
attached scenario.
Usability Test Findings
We summarized the problems the testers encountered and categorized them according to their
severity as follows:
Frequent, serious problems
Moderate problems
Suggested enhancements
Serious Problems
The following list represents areas of the Web Navigator that occurred frequently to most or all of
the test subjects and caused serious confusion.
Rating pages:
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Testers did not understand where the rating page was getting posted. Some thought the
rating was going back to the Webmaster.
Testers wanted some type of verification that the page was being posted or sent or
something after they filled out the form and clicked one of the Post buttons.
Rating views:
Testers had trouble finding the rating page they just created. Some even tried finding it using
the Search icon off the Home navigator.
One group of testers rated a page anonymously and then couldn't find it under the
Recommended View. (Perhaps have another category of Anonymous in addition to the other
people's names and put the rating pages under there.)
Testers thought the rating pages would be found in the All Docs view.
General Navigation:
[Note: This was the biggest source of confusion to this advanced set of testers.]
Testers never understood the idea of single-window instancing. They thought that each time
they followed a link, the Web Navigator would open a new page. This confusion began
immediately after they went to the Window menu and saw open Web pages and thought this
would be the best place to navigate from Web page to Web page (which follows the Notes
paradigm). Then, it was only a matter of time before they ran into the "Too many windows"
error because they just kept opening new windows. We purposely placed a Previous and
Next menu item on the Actions menu, but they didn't use them very much (they preferred to
use the Window menu to navigate around.) This caused major frustration.
The History box was confusing to them because they thought it didn't store every place they
went. (In fact, it didn't because they kept opening up new instances of windows every time
they navigated using the Windows menu.)
Testers all wanted a stop button.
Testers were not sure if they forwarded a page if the URL links were saved on that forwarded
page.
Almost every tester went to Parent Preview from the View menu and didn't understand what
they saw. They also went to Document Link Preview and were confused about that. This
happened many times to many testers. Often, testers had the Parent Preview open and
would get "linked doc cannot be found" error. One tester had the Sun home page open in the
top pane and the bottom pane was empty. Whenever he clicked in the top pane, the page
would jump. (This was because the page was an ISMAP and he didn't realize that for some
time.)
Navigator:
Recognized inconsistency with single-clicking here and double-clicking on URL links within
Web pages.
Were unsure why certain links from here took to you Yahoo while others took you directly to
another Web page.
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Search box:
Every single tester typed text into the search field and then pressed Return expecting
something to happen. Most of them gave up when nothing was returned and went to another
path of searching.
Testers were confused about what kind of search criteria they could use (boolean).
Bookmarks:
All testers wanted a bookmark feature. They all looked for it on the Home navigator, from the
menus, and on the buttons. They got confused when they saw the word "Bookmark" off the
Actions-Workflow menu because they thought this referred to Web bookmarks.
Most testers thought they could use the Create-Folder or Move to Folder to create a
bookmark, but none of them did this successfully. They did create a private folder and
moved some pages to it, but they never were able to find their newly created folder because
they couldn't see the folders.
Views:
Testers all wanted to see the same views that are represented in the Home navigator
available also from the View menu. They were very stuck with going to views only from the
View menu, so they were stuck in the few views that were available from there.
General/Miscellaneous:
"The document is currently empty" error happened repeatedly throughout the testing.
Moderate Problems
The following list represents areas that occurred to one or more of the test subjects and
caused moderate confusion.
Rating pages:
Testers saw the "Voice your opinion" button immediately, but didn't try it.
Testers didn't like the text descriptions of the rating scheme on the form - they wanted the
descriptions in the keyword list.
When wanting to let coworkers know of a good page, testers all wanted to forward the page
instead of using the rating paradigm. Some testers went to Create-Memo instead of using
the Forward action.
In the Digest form, testers didn't like the wording that says: "Average rating: 3 of 7 people..."
In the Digest form, testers didn't see the date and time on the Anonymous rating and wanted
to see that.
Wanted the rating page to look more like an e-mail message if it was getting sent to
someone. Felt the send field should say "send e-mail to."
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Wanted to see a Post button with a checkbox for Anonymous instead of having two different
Post buttons.
As testers were composing a rating page, they saw the link bitmap and thought they could
click it right there to go to the page. (Maybe make the link bitmap hidden while composing
the form to avoid confusion.)
Many testers wanted access to the Address Book directly in the Send field.
Testers that found an already created rating page, tried to edit it and add a recommendation
to it directly. (They did have access to edit it.)
Rating views:
Testers wanted to have a specific place where they could store their own rating pages. They
thought this would be useful if they were doing research and found pages that they wanted to
keep pointers to. Didn't want to worry about their own rating pages getting purged out of the
database.
General Navigation:
One tester thought there was a major problem with the color of links within Web pages not
changing color when you've read them, plus the color of the read documents in the view not
following the same convention as Netscape. Here's the color comparison:
Web Navigator
Red (in view) - have not read
Purple (in view) - have read
Blue (in Web pages) - may or may not have read
Blue (at bottom of Web page) - not a link (testers tried to click this link)
Netscape:
Red (any link anywhere) - have read
Blue (any link anywhere) - have not read
All the testers found the Open URL box, but they did have to look for it (they didn't see it right
away). Almost all the testers typed in the URL without the protocol and felt that we should
assign http:// as the default protocol if a tester didn't type it in explicitly. Some testers wanted
to see a quick example on the dialog box of how they should enter the URL (with or without
the protocol).
All testers noticed the blue URL links immediately. Most testers wanted to be able to pass
the cursor over the URL links to get the URL popup text and then be able to single-click to go
to the page.
Testers understood and liked the spinning globe. Wanted to be able to click on it to stop a
page from loading.
Testers wanted the right mouse button to be tied to Web Navigator functions.
Search box:
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There was some confusion about what could be searched directly in the database. One
tester wanted a bar for searching, but didn't realize there was a search bar from
View-Search. Actually, none of the testers realized you could do a full-text search on the
pages in this database. Some of them realized you could just start typing to go to a matching
document in the View. [Are we going to full-text index the database automatically or is that
something the system administrator will have to do?]
Wanted to be able to do a search by resource name.
Views:
All Docs view - they thought this was a list of all the sites available from the Web Navigator.
They didn't understand this was a "history of sorts. A couple of testers realized this
represented "cached" docs. (Seems like they wanted another word describing the view, such
as "Database History" or "Previously loaded pages" or something.) Also didn't like that there
was no hierarchy or content of these pages. It really seems like if this is a history view, it
should be apparent from the View name that it represents history. And, there should be
some sort of Categorized view that shows cached pages by content.
Almost all the testers went to View-Switch form and got the error "No form in that direction."
No one knew why that happened.
Files view - the error pages were in the View, but there was no title in the View. Testers
clicked on them anyway, but thought it was strange they didn't have a title in the View. Also,
they wondered why these error pages were in the View at all.
Files by Host - testers didn't like the ordering of pages under each host; they wanted to see
some sort of hierarchy of the pages under each host.
General/Miscellaneous:
Testers all expected to see a URL window at the top of the page as you see in other
browsers.
Testers did not understand the Force Reload checkbox on the Open URL dialog box.
While the page was loading, testers wanted to see a wait cursor.
Suggested Enhancements
The following list represents suggested enhancements that the test subjects offered during their
testing time.
Rating pages:
In the Digest form, testers didn't like the color of the form and felt it was dull looking.
In the Digest form, testers wondered how you could capture what multiple people said about
the page.
Testers did want to have the ability to both Post the rating form to the database and send it
off to another tester. They wouldn't want to eliminate one of these two functions.
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One tester suggested having an agent that runs at night to check and verify the links on the
recommended pages and then e-mail a report back to show the bad links.
Testers all liked that the rating page captured the URL link.
Instead of "Voice your opinion", testers suggested "Post Recommendation to xxx View" or
"Post to xxx View."
Most testers didn't seem to use the post rating anonymously button.
Rating views:
Testers wanted to be able to view the pages based on the rating they got - have a category
based on each rating number.
Testers chose two categories when they rated a page and the view showed both categories
separated by a comma, as opposed to having the rating page show up under both
categories.
General Navigation:
A couple of testers wanted to be able to capture the URL from the popup box and then be
able to paste that URL text into a mail message to send to another tester. They felt that it
would be too much of a pain to have to copy down the entire URL by hand and then retype it
into a mail message.
Several testers wanted to be able to see the Web page as it's being loaded (like Netscape
does).
Navigator:
"I like this GUI page."
Wondered if the end-user could customize this navigator to modify the links.
Recognized the magazines here as coming from Yahoo.
Status messages:
Testers liked them. They didn't have any gripes about the text messages coming up before
the blue box and thought they were informative messages. Thought they were "pretty
comparable to what I'm used to."
Search box:
One tester pressed F1 hoping to get help on the search box, but it brought up regular Notes
help. This tester thought it might bring up dialog box help because it looks like a dialog box.
Views:
Testers liked the View by Hosts.
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General/Miscellaneous:
When the Web Navigator is open to a Yahoo page, there are four levels of buttons and
menus. That seemed to be a bit busy and confusing.
Oh, we're still in Notes. That's nice.'
In reference to the integration between the Notes menu items and the Web Navigator menu
items: I can't imagine someone using this just for the Web."
Testers thought we should use Netscape as a standard whenever possible.
One tester suggested having two sets of defaults for the look-and-feel of the product, one for
beginners and one for advanced testers.
In reference to performance: 'In general it seems to be fast enough."
One group of testers brought up the idea of having white lists and black lists. One wanted
them, the other didn't. Both were pretty opinionated about it.
Testers liked the idea of being able to ESC to close pages and admitted that he wished
Netscape allowed you to do that.
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Appendix 1.6
2nd Usability Test- Introductions and overviews for
testers
Overview of the Web Navigator
About 4he World Wide Web
The World Wide Web (Web) is an extensive hypermedia system that interconnects
hypertext data from many different Internet servers. By using Web browser software, you
can access and display the data in the form of Web pages and can jump from one page to
another by clicking the hot links (which can be identified by underlined blue text)
embedded in each page. As you browse the Web, you literally jump from one part of the
world to the other with just the click of a mouse.
Web browsers communicate with Internet servers using a network protocol called
HyperText Transmission Protocol (HTTP). Although HTTP is the native protocol on the
Web, Web browsers also allow you to communicate.with Internet servers running other
network protocols, such as File Transfer Protocol (FTP), Gopher, Wide-Area Information
Servers (WAIS), and so on.
Web pages each have their own unique address, known as a uniform resource locator
(URL). For example, the top-level Web page (or Home page) for Lotus is:
http: //www. lotus. comn/home .html
The first part of the URL (http) specifies the network protocol used to access the Web
page.
The second part of the URL (www.lotus.com) is the Internet server address. The Internet
server could also be referred to by its Internet Protocol (IP) address instead of by its host
name, such as http:/198.114.68.10/home.html. Web browsers can handle both formats.
The third part of the URL (home.html) is the actual name of the Web page.
About the Web Navigator database
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The InterNotes Web Navigator is a Notes Release 4 feature that allows you to browse the
Web directly from your Notes environment. However, the Web Navigator is more than a
Web browser - it combines the features of a Web browser with the powerful capabilities of
Lotus Notes to create an easy way for you to integrate Notes and the Web.
You and your coworkers access the Web through a central database called the Web
Navigator database. This database resides on a Notes server connected to the Internet,
referred to as the InterNotes server.
InterNotes server connecting to the Internet
1
Notes clients
WeD Navlgator oataoase
Each time you retrieve a Web page off the Internet, the Web Navigator translates the page
into a Notes document and stores it inside the database. Then, the next time you want to
read that page, you can open it directly from the database instead of retrieving it from the
Internet. Opening a page that is already inside the database is much faster than retrieving
it off the Internet. (Your system administrator can run scheduled agents that retrieve
updated Web pages from their Internet server if they have been changed.)
Once the page is in the database, you can view it, copy it into a private folder, cut and
paste it into another Notes document, mail it to another Notes user, and so on. All of the
capabilities of Notes are available for you to use with the Web pages inside the Web
Navigator database.
Tip The Web Navigator database is designed for you to read existing Web
pages. If you want to create your own Web page, you can use the InterNotes
Web Publisher which automatically translates Notes documents into Web
pages.
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Working Together to Help Find Information on the Web
I would like to take this opportunity to describe to you a feature in the Lotus Notes Web
browser which can help you work with others to find information on the Web.
1. Finding information on the Web is a problem
Like an intricate spider's web, the World Wide Web is a vast amount of computerized
information connected by hypertext links of URLs (Uniform Resource Locators).
However, like walking into a spider's web, once a user starts to access the Web's linked
information, he finds himself tangled in a large sticky mess of information, not knowing
where specific information is placed in the Web. The problem with the Web today is that
it makes available, in an unorganized fashion, an enormous amount of information. The
amount of information being placed and accessed on the Web increases daily. The Web,
started in 1990, grew from more than 4,600 servers in October 1994 to over 10,000
servers by December 1994. These servers provide retrieval access to over 1.05 million
documents (statistics noted in, Ehrlich, K., Maltz, D. Pointing The Way: Active
Collaborative Filtering, CHI '95 Mosaic of Creativity (May 7-11, 1995, Denver,
Colorado), 1995 ACM, p. 202-209). Because the Web is growing in such large
proportions, it is becoming more difficult to use the Web to its full potential. Users
cannot possible scan all Web pages in a day. Finding something interesting on the Web
has become a long process ofjumping from one Web page to another.
2. Collaborative filtering - How does it help find information on the Web?
A collaborative filter feature has been placed in the Lotus Notes Web Navigator to help
users to collaborate to find interesting information on the Web. This feature takes
advantage of what people have already found on the Web. Basically, the feature uses the
concept that a person does not know a Web page exists or what is contained in a page
until he or she finds the page or the person hears from another person, such as a friend,
about the page. This valuable information is the foundation of the collaborative filter. As
users browse and find interesting information on the Web, the collaborative filter allows a
user to rate the page, categorize the content of the page, and make comments about the
page. This information, annotations, is then saved with a link to the page so that other
users can read these annotations and, if desired, directly link to the page without having
the hassle of finding the page on the Web by jumping from one page to another.
3. How collaborative filtering works in the Notes
How To Rate a Web page
To rate a Web page, the page needs to be opened. After you have opened it and reviewed
its information:
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1.) Press the Recommend button on the action bar
2.) Once the rating dialog box appears, chose your Rating (by pressing one of the
numbered, 1 to 5, buttons), select a Category using the drop-doxwnm combo box, and type
in your Comments about the page into the list box.
3.) Click on "OK"
The information you just input in addition to the Web page title, URL, your name, the
current date, and a doclink to the page is now saved in the Web database.
How to view the stored rating information and their associated pages.
To see the ratings you created as well as other people's ratings:
1.) Go back to the Home Navigator (you can usually do this back clicking on Home from
various places in the Web Navigator.)
2.) Click on Recommended views icon which is located along the bottom of the Home
Navigator
3.) Once you get to the Recommended views, you will see on the left, name of views. The
ratings are stored in those views which are classified as Recommended. The three views
where you can view ratings are Recommended By Category, Recommended By Reviewer,
andRecommended Top Ratings. Select one of these views by clicking on one of them.
4.) To view the page associated with one of the ratings, double click on one of the
available choices in the view. The Web page associated with the rating should appear.
In the Recommended By Category view, you can view the annotations in a categorized
view by the categories that people had chosen for the Web pages. This view is useful if
you are trying to find a Web page under a specific topic. You can go to this view to see
whether other people had already found Web pages for the specific topic you are looking
for. In the Recommended By Reviewer view, you can view the annotations in a
categorized view by the name of person who wrote the annotations. This view is useful if
you know a specific person is good at finding Web pages that you are also interested in.
In the Recommended Top Ratings view, you can view the annotations in a sorted view by
descending order of the average rating per page. This view is useful if you desire to see
the top rated pages.
4. Possible Ways of using the collaborative filter in the Workgroup setting
There are many possible workgroup tasks that could use the Notes Web collaborative
filter. A group could have a specific topic that needs research on. The group could create
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a category in the collaborative filter naming the topic that the group is researching. As
each member of the group is searching the Web for pages under the desired topic, he or
she could save and annotate interesting and relevant pages by using the Recommend
button. Members of the group can then go under the chosen category in the
Recommended By Category view to view the Web pages other members of the group has
found. Another possible task is where a person needs to research and give a report to his
or her group about shopping on the Web. In order to save and make available to the
whole group those Web pages which are very good examples about shopping of the Web,
the person giving the report could use the collaborative filter to rate and comment about
specific pages. Group members could then go to the Recommended By Reviewer view
and find the name of the person giving the report to see what the person had found on the
Web.
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Appendix 1.7
2nd Usability Test- Testing questions
Design Partner Testing
Issues
1.) Will users find this collaborative filter useful?
2.) Will users rate pages?
3.) What are some things users like about the Navigator and what changes do they
want?
Company Contact:
How many people using the Web Navigator:
Possible other people to contact in group:
Specific questions:
1.) Did you rate pages? If so, how many rating have you done so far?
How many pages did you rate with a
5?
4?
3?
2?
1?
2.) Did you use the Recommended/By Reviewer view?
or why not?
3.) Did you use the Recommended/By Category view?
or why not?
If so, did you find it useful? Why
If so, did you find it useful? Why
4.) Did you use the Top 10 view? If so, did you find it useful? Why or why not?
5.) If you can you remember, how many Web pages did you view through the rating views
with a
5?
4?
3?
2?
100
1?
6.) Did the collaborative filter (the Recommended views) help you to find pages that
-interest you (hobbies, interests, etc.)? how?
-useful to you (for work)? how?
7.) What else in the Web Navigator helped you find interesting Web pages or Web pages
that you needed/wanted?
8.) What would you like in the Web Navigator that you feel would help you find
information on the Web?
9.) What did you like about the Notes Web Navigator?
10.) What are some suggestions you have to improve the Notes Web Navigator?
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